Doctrine of Convergent Timelines
This comes from the Internet. If you want to look it up the information is
in the top lines as to what to search for. My comments are below the
item of interest. I highlighted with bold, underline or color that which
needs attention. Please do not skim this material; I encourage everyone
to read careful and really understand it and perhaps read it again in a
few weeks.
Anything in this color is my words. The original article is in brown type.
Elias. Anything in green is a note by Allen, the Organizer of the group.
WM's Corner - From behind the scenes: Discussions of Current Research
W.M. Discusses the issue of the Doctrine of Convergent Timeline Paradox, from
the perspective of a remote viewing methodology.
TRACT 1
Part 1
The Doctrine of the Convergent Timeline Paradox:
The DCTP Debriefed!
Can it be that what we think is physical reality is made up of an illusion, a play of
light of quantum participant observer probabilities?
Is reality an illusion that is physically effective? What if, just like you can
hypnotize someone to think they were burned when they were not, and they
suffer real skin burns caused by their imagination, that you could hypnotize
masses of people to both experience a world they are conditioned to expect and
believe, and also have them be unable to experience something they are
conditioned to deny as being real?
E: This states the problem of why people can not see the reality from the spin
doctoring. Where we place our attention and focus is where we have intention.
And trust is a major issue here. Trust can be abused when it covers falsehoods.
Since we are brought up on a diet of misinformation, we have nothing to compare
it to. We believe ‘what is’ IS. Elsewhere I spoke about context. This ‘lie’ is the
context by which we measure truth. Do you see a problem here?
The brain’s body image can lead the presentation of objectively measurable
physical manifestations in the body. This is the flip side of what we usually
assume, which is also true, that experience of the physical body, through
sensation and action, certainly lead to experience in the brain’s body image. But

on the other hand, given the placebo power of the mind to cause the
manifestation of physical symptoms, and given masses of people could do
it in concert, it is possible the entire agreement about what is reality can be
manipulated, and reality itself can be herded? Is there a global timeline
placebo effect going on?
E: Again, I have spoke of Intention + Context = Experience. Experience helps us
determine truth. The masses are ‘herded’ via the media repeating the same
information and defining for us what our reality should be. Through that we can
be manipulated. This is then supported through schools, advertising and our
friendships all reclaiming this information as obvious truth. But this is where the
‘obvious’ isn’t so obvious!
Are we in a situation where we have been manipulated by competing ET races
into using our innate and possibly soon to be more awakened creative conscious
spiritual energies in a way that serves them, but not always us? Must they keep
us asleep to get away with herding our souls like cattle for their own ends? Are
we being led along in a fairly controlled sleepy manner to preserve and continue
steps toward realizing a large global consensus blueprint future, a future that
serves these ET society future human interests, not necessarily our own present
day human interests? What does the Dan Burisch saga have to do with this?
E: First I can not stress enough the importance of watch the Dan Burisch videos
and in general all the videos on the Camelot Project site. I will be making many
references to it. Secondly, the movie DUNE has the code words “The Sleeper
Must Awaken”. This is what the author was inferring. We must awaken from our
dream state to see the reality of what is. That is the goal of these articles and
discussions within the group meetings. To connect the important data so you can
see the pattern hiding the truth.

What is the DCTP doctrine?
1. The DCTP is a doctrine of the human race’s probable competing
pasts, observer relative present and probable futures.
E: The future is fluid and changeable and decided by an agreement of the
majority consciousness of the planet. If people are in the majority fear
experiencing then those types of events will occur. If in a positive frame of mind
then related events of those kinds will occur. Usually there is a mixture.
2. A DCTP prime truth is there are strongly competing timelines or futures
that are in a natural semi-quiescent laminar convergence right now, until
the 2012 period is upon us when things change.
E: In simple language, there are layered timelines that can fluctuate and various
groups are all pushing for their agenda to ‘win’. This is a group effort and

individuals will add to the strength of any critical mass energy but working in
conscious connection to one another amplifies this effect (the Master Mind
Scenario). This speaks to ‘control of time and events through Intention’. Another
way to see this is ‘We create our reality’. Raising our “internal Light’ or Lightbody
awareness is a part of this Will and Intention control.
3. The DCTP suggests that future humans are warning of an upcoming
environmental catastrophe following the 2012 galactic energy related
natural Stargate amplifications in our solar system that will be possibly
precipitated by the presence of some artificial Stargates on the Earth. If this
future transpires, it is a future that leads to the developmental evolution,
for better or worse, of various factions of future humans, now known as JRod ET’s or Orion Talls.
E: To help make sense of this, the grey aliens that crashed at Roswell were the
J-Rods. That crash was them going back in time to our present to see what went
wrong around 2012. This act went wrong and created timeloops and allowed for
knowledge of our near future that we were not meant to have. This changed the
timeline we were on and from 1983 our appropriate path was forever changed
when specific experiments or programs were put into play. This is why some
predictions no longer held up from past centuries. This also created the major
conflicts between the various groups each wanting to force a different outcome.
Update 2011: Dan Burish has since announced that the actual date of the
discussed disaster was in March 2009 and we have past that point and are now
on a different timeline where those events will not likely happen. I say likely in
that some of them can still occur at a different timing if enough people are in fear.
Also, this does not discuss the events possible by the passing of Planet X or the
Superwave both known to NASA, and there are other celestial events possible as
well. Or these could be minimized or eliminated by Master Mind Intention.
4. The DCTP suggests there is a future where a possible pole shift related
environmental catastrophe is averted and does not happen, and relative to
this different time line, the future that generated the J-Rods as we know
them will never evolve from our own, and we have taken a new path.
E: The Camelot update through Dan Burisch presented the T1 and T2 timeline
designations. T1 is the one we are now on and is the better outcome. T2 is the
original outcome from which the earth was changed in major ways and 90 % of
the population died. This allowed for the future humans to be changed into the
Greys due to a major rewrite of their DNA. And this is why they returned to try
and ‘fix’ the problem only making it worse.
5. The DCTP suggests the remaining presence of the J-Rods in our
timeline, having originated from the alternate prior timeline, will effectively
be world line immigrants from a future that they helped never happen for
us.

E: The future of these beings at this point never existed from our timeline
perceptive.
6. The DCTP suggests our distant descendents help us change our course
in a way that precludes their own development in this new timeline, but
they still exist in our timeline coming from that prior original future they
traveled back from to (1) have helped us avert the catastrophe (Majestic-12
allied J-Rods), and/or (2) help them raid our genetic stocks before the
catastrophe (Illuminati allied Rogue J-Rods).
E: This is defining two different groups with very different agendas but they look
the same to us. This is what all the alien abductions are about, and the taking of
DNA through sexual experiments on humans. They are trying to correct a
degrading biology with pre-2012 stock from us since we are their predecessors.
7. The DCTP suggests future humans or J-Rods, have engaged in a future
into past immigration, and are using current day human genetic resources
as an evolutionary pit stop to recover factors they lost in their own
originating timeline.
8. The DCTP suggests there is a future where we continue to have an
ongoing relationship with the non-Rogue J-Rods, and another where they
stay relatively hidden, denied, unknown, and they either go to other
planets, or otherwise gradually fade out of history. The ET phenomenon
related to future humans as ET’s fades out.
E: The Rogues are the aliens that never agreed to a treaty called ‘Tau-9’. After
2012 no more human abductions. Game over.
9. The DCTP suggests there is a future where the so called-Ark of the New
Dawn were not to be deployed because it isn’t needed after all (hey folks, come
on out, the weather’s great up here, no catastrophe like you thought, we
dismantled those remaining stargates in time!)
E: The Ark is a Space raft for a portion of humanity to be off planet so that every
scenario is addressed so some humans survive no matter what happens. It is
also said/reported that one of the reasons for our invasion into Iraq was to
capture a Project Looking Glass machine held by Sadom and able to create that
averted timeline again. In the 1983 use by Black Project scientists the fall of the
WTC in 2001 was foreseen.
10. The DCTP suggests there are many timeline overlays going on, at least
pre-2012.
E: The experiments from German UFO engineering attempting to control
timelines, which ripped a hole in the time-space fabric and allowed for the

entrance into our reality the first Rogue Greys (1931); to the Philadelphia
Experiment (also called Project Rainbow and was assisted by some form of
Greys that met with Tesla who was in charge of the program at the time trying to
correct a problem that started during one phase of Atlantis) which connected to
the 1983 equivalent at Montauk, New York (Camp Hero) through a natural Earth
cycle (a window of time around August 12, 1923, 43, 63, 83, 2003…, and the offshoot programs from Montauk which explored Time Travel, Dimension Travel
and Time Line Changing amongst other things, created a series of artificial time
lines and various time loops of which no one seems to know how to repair. Every
attempt to repair just made things worse. The artificial timelines (ignoring the
ones that collapsed from over experimentation) are slowly re-emerging or
converging back to the natural and correct timeline. In the process some of the
activities on the other timelines will present themselves sporadically and locally.
There are people trained to use their mind and will to alter timeline potentials by
‘grouping and winding’ specific potentials together. There is a battle between the
‘immoral subject’ asked to push a more negative grouping and the moral subject
who attempts to correct and aid in more positive potential choices. Creative
visualization can lead to these same ends and one’s morals must be clear or
irreversible changes can result.
11. The DCTP suggests there are many externally introduced novel
butterfly attractors that are being stacked into motion in our timeline pre2012.
E: Simply put, technology and ‘magickal’ practices are being used to artificially
push the timeline of choice through the 2012 Time Wall. The magickal rituals are
based in what could be called satanic agendas.
A: Lets clarify here that the Starseeds purpose is to stand against the satanic
agendas that are put forth by secret aspects of the government. Stated in nondualistic way, your purpose is to bring light to the Earth and its beings.
12. The DCTP suggests that circa 2012 as we cross the galactic ecliptic
natural Stargate wormhole that exists along the galactic ecliptic will line up
and activate in such a way as to cause a plenum of energy flux of some
kind that will affect our solar system.
E: Our Solar system is moving into an area of space that will affect the planets
and Sun in ways we can not control. This appears to be part of an 11,000 year
plus cycle (11,500 to 13,000), which is roughly twice a sidereal year. Each
passing causes the destruction of culture and the restating of mankind and
possibly a new timeline. This is why few artifacts exist to prove we were here
before. Only stone and bone remain. However, it may not be just a line up of
Galactic Center with Sun and earth but a superwave pulsed in this time cycle that
restarts our planet and civilization. We need to get through the time wall into the
fourth dimension to not be affected by this pulse.

A: Some say we are going to fifth dimension which is non-dualistic, this will take
metaphysical work on your part however.

13. The DCTP suggests that this natural Stargate activation event will
produce some changes in the solar system and the sun, along with
changes and energy flux associated with any natural Stargates in the
vicinity of our planet.
E: See Bible; New Earth and New Heaven. Not all Stargates are natural as some
have been placed by various Alien groups to allow humans a journey to a
different planet not knowing what horrors might be waiting for them. By this I
mean being used as slave labor and or food source
14. The DCTP suggests that future humans have time traveled to the past –
our present – and are working to steer timeline causality into certain
trajectories.
E: These trajectories are in conflict with each other and are further explained
below. Keep in mind that changes only occur when two timestreams cross each
other.
15. The DCTP suggests that the future humans experienced a catastrophe
that began with an event that occurs around the 2012 timing, and this
catastrophe may have included the activation of artificial wormholes or
stargates left over from previous ET travelers, which activation may have
precipitated a radical poleshift and other things during or subsequent to
that timing.
E: This knowledge is why it was decided to dismantle the Looking Glass and
Stargate projects. The policy is to keep them dismantled until 2016 by which time
the dangers are expected to be over. As stated earlier, there is a story circulating
that one of the reasons we went to Iraq was to locate and dismantle two Star
Gates that were built in opposition to this agreement to shut them all down to
protect the planet and avert the previous results. In 1983 one future event that
was foreseen was the 911 event. So this was known way in advance.
16. The DCTP suggests that future humans have used the ability to time
travel to return to a pre-2012 era in order to attempt to deactivate certain
artificial stargates that may have helped precipitate disaster attributed to
their activation during the 2012 timing.

17. The DCTP suggests that these future humans, known also as ET’s or JRods, have also returned back in time in order to migrate their future
human species into a more survivable and evolutionarily efficacious future.
E: Think about this. They are choosing to go into their past in order to survive
their future. Classic Star Trek anyone? The library in the 3rd season with the
‘atavacron’ which allowed the population to hide in the past history from a future
disaster.
18. The DCTP suggests that timelines can be overlaid or stacked, and that
we presently live in a causality nexus that combines multiple timelines and
multiple loops of timeline feedback.
E: Think of this as the neck of a sand clock (hourglass), where the sand is
allowed to pass through a very small hole. We have a hole in a Time wall that we
must pass through. Only one option is allowed. Therefore the determination for
each group’s agenda to be the only one. The negative Elite is trying to have us
bounce off the wall and go back in time to do the cycle over. The point of
beginning has been set and used as the Giza pyramid some 13,000 years ago.
19. The DCTP suggests that if due to their influence and present human actions,
the historical catastrophe of their ancient history – our immediate future – does
not happen, then it is understood the J- Rods Rods Rods will not develop in the
new timeline as they did in the original one that developed them to their current
evolutionary appearance.
In that case the abductions and events around treaties that were broken would
never have occurred!
20. The DCTP suggests that if the catastrophe does not happen as it once did,
the J-Rods who have migrated back in time will continue to exist from their
heritage of the prior timeline they evolved in, but that humanity in the present
new timelines will be spared an evolutionary path that led to the J-Rods current
problems.
E: This begs to ask the question that if we miss the disaster that created the JRods, would there be a timeline where the J-Rods never go back and our current
time would be completely different.
21. The DCTP suggests that the J-Rods from more than one future have
migrated back to our present era, specifically the 45’s and the 52’s, and
that the 52’s, as a whole, are suffering from a terminal form of peripheral
neuropathy (PN).
E: The numbers are short of the periods that they came back to us from.
Respectively, 4500 and 5200 years in our future. Dan Burish has said he wants

Immunity before telling Congress what he knows about the virus that was created
in a laboratory made from this alien defect and used in Desert Storm.
22. The DCTP suggests that the 45 J-Rods, 7k years earlier in time than the
52’s, do not directly suffer from the PN syndrome are split into two factions,
reasonable and unreasonable, or friendly and rogue, and that the rogue J-Rods
resist following any agreements with current time human governments, and that
the friendly 45’s and the 52’s have both formed treaties (Tau9)
23. The DCTP suggests that the latest summed iteration of multiple composite
timelines have, across different scales, a substantial degree of relative integral
convergence of causality paths with all the prior feedback loop overlaid lines after
the original line.
Or put more simply other timelines will likely self correct by converging into this
one before going trough the time wall. All timeloops are then erased.
24. The DCTP suggests the feedback loop overlay series of new time or
world lines is constituted of varying causality streams in multi-wave
paradox that we are currently riding together. The multi-wave time stream
is comprised of the original and all the varying changed or tweaked world
lines, through to the latest loop overlay.
E: Again in simple English, we are not living in just one time line or time stream
but in a multiple time environment. As such, through dreams and focused
meditation we can visit any number of alternative realities. If we remain passive
and do nothing we ride the strongest wave. If we live in fear we will be
drawn to that wave. However, if we choose to be awake and conscious to
what is occurring and the why and how of it, we can direct the timeline with
purposeful knowledge. Keywords that we must possess at out soul level and
manifest through living them daily are love, compassion and trust amongst
others. This is the way we steer the timeline and create our future. We can
realign the correct timeline and set everything back on coarse again. This is why
the first discussion was about INTENTION followed by CONTEXT which then
leads to EXPERIENCE and experience is the SAME THING as manifestation or
the creation of one’s REALITY. This is the practice of any totally conscious being
and the mastery of which allows you to graduate to the 5th dimension where
every thought is manifested immediately. Is this starting to make sense yet? Light
energy work is only a part of making this all work as without this formula the light
energy goes nowhere. Thirteen groups of 13 people with focused consciousness
(Intention) can in unity create change that will manifest and change the world to
what could be a new Eden overnight! This is controlling matter with will. So a
person NEEDS to know who they are and what they are made of before doing
this work! This, for all intents and purposes is the basis for magick!

25. The DCTP refers to a composite of multi-potential range of different
possible causality trajectories, with different relative outcome probabilityto-actuality biases, but existing as an overlay. Living inside a multitrajectory time stream stack, individual participant observer by their own
resonance can individually bias their superposition-to-position to one or
more of the different lines in the stack.
E: Ok, a translation for you; the first part is saying the different timeline potentials
have different degrees of possibility. These all are grouped together and any of
them can take the lead. The second part is saying that you will be attracted to the
timeline that is most in harmony with your soul and true belief pattern. If you live
in fear you will be drawn to the scary timelines and if you live in love you will
more then likely miss the worse of things to come. This also determines where
you go, or what your reality will be after the 2012 timewall is passed and the
expected changes occur in the vibration or density of the reality matrix to a new
and different one. So what you do today will determine your future. This is why
the phrase exists that “Love is all there is and love is the answer”. Any emotion
not love is called fear. Fear is overcome with knowledge, and that is what I am
giving those who request it. This make sense now?
26. The DCTP suggests there are causality trajectory potentials in the
environment of stacked time stream potentials which all remain common
across the lines. They remain singular or at least flow in unified fused
convergent trajectory, and in this respect the timelines remain, at certain
scales and domains of participant observation, relatively indistinguishable
from each other.
E: Another translation... There are some events that are the same or consistent
in all the timeline options.
27. The DCTP suggests other novel or divergent future potentials are also
resonantly competing with each other for substantially mutually exclusive future
outcomes. Yet at other scales of observation, much of the different causality
stream paths are largely similar to one another.
28. The DCTP suggests the stacked timeline experiential paradox effect is
intensified by how extreme the range of line-to-line novelty in the time line stream
stack is. The more extreme range the experience of locally or globally
divergent timeline superposition-to-position dominance depends on the
bias of the participant observer.
E: How you experience the various timeline manifestations will be related to your
ability to understand or comprehend what is occurring. This is why it is important
to understand and to know as much as possible about everything going on. To
anyone who has said or even thought ‘what good comes from knowing this stuff’,
this is your answer. You can not act without first understanding what you are

acting upon. The reason you feel hopeless is that you were just missing some of
the pieces to this puzzle. That is why I offered to fill in the holes, connect the dots
and make sense out of this. Only 20 out of 4000 people accepted my offer in the
Indigo Adult group where this was first offered! This is why I say people think
they know but don’t really understand what questions to even ask!
29. The DCTP suggests multiple loop or embedded time streams can alternately
flow in a laminar-like convergence or causal fusion or otherwise flow divergently
and separately, depending on the participant observer population intentional
variations. Does this suggest the native active intentional resonance of the
participant observer can converge with one stream or another and entrain their
conscious observer participant influence to reinforce to particular time stream
potential over another?
E: Here is a little demo you can do for yourself. Take both hands and weave
them back and forth in front of you while moving them forward. Each hand is a
different timeline and they converge and separate. Where the lines overlap are
nexus points where you can change which line you are on. Which line you follow
or are attracted to will depend on your focus. Where you place your Intention
is where you will focus your Attention. Got it?
30. The DCTP suggests a paradox generating situation where the time
stream is appearing to remain largely convergent and fused as if one
singular largely composite world line, but on the other hand there are
different causal trajectories which can super-positioned into position by
the influence of participant observers. Does like attract like, and the laws of
resonance entrainment apply in this regard?
E: Yes, is the answer to the two questions posed. Whether you are drawing a
timeline to you or are being drawn to it is moot as long as the two converge in a
positive and harmonious way. So the requirement here is to overcome all fear,
confusion and doubt and live in firm conviction and knowing strength. Each
person needs to come to the realization by themselves and make the personally
commitment as to the role they play in the drama. Self-responsibility is the key
word.
31. The DCTP suggests any given “reality” is comprised of convergent
probability waves more than solid objects, and locality is a balanced
convergence of both local explicate and entangled non-local implicate
pattern potentials. If this is so, do mass convergent causal vector
potentials literally tend to reinforce and steer global consensus causality in
a direction that is consistent with the convergence of probability waves
produced by masses of observer participants?
E: If your response to this is “Say what” you are not alone. This is what it
means… We spoke of this earlier in that when a mass of people have a similar

focus or concern that is the most likely outcome to be realized. The wisdom here
is to stay out of groups, crowds and enmassed-upset-people and you will have a
better chance of surviving the momentary situation.
32. The DCTP suggests the prime global, planetary and species strategic
inference is that we live in a time that includes the progression of more
than one future in the offing that will develop. Is it true the stakes are that
these currently overlaid different future potentials are each and all vying for
conscious observer participant quantum population? They each have
spiritual quantum superposition advocacy to entrain our souls into their
particular causality orbit. Which orbit we align to is the causality time line
that more of our conscious energy will be invested in, and hence feeds
forward to energize those future potentials, just as those future potentials
fed back to look for (1) reinforcement or (2) change.
E: The question about ‘vying for conscious observer participant quantum
population’ I can only interpret as a ‘NO’. Timelines have no consciousness to
their existence as far as I am aware. Therefore, their existence is not dependent
on conscious recognition from us humans. They exist or they don’t about the
same way that if a tree falls it will make noise whether a human hears it or not.
33. The DCTP suggests in pre-2012 that several distinct time lines are
stacked and overlaid and in relative laminar-like convergence, and that in
the 2012 period there is a galactic scale alignment that provides a natural
boosting and “turning on” of natural stargates in our solar system.
34. The DCTP suggests that the natural stargates may accommodate and
support spiritual evolutionary changes and transformation for human
consciousness, and will additionally produce material effects on the
electromagnetic environment of the sun and our planet. Is it thought by
some of the future humans that during this event, the existence of some
remaining artificial stargates on Earth may have radically influenced the
progress of a natural pole shift, in progress, to unnaturally occur in such
an accelerated manner that it has radical global environmental
consequences?
E: If this is the case, could the preceding arguments apply that humans could
alter this outcome or is it out of our control? The belief here is on the number of
people who awaken to their potential and have mastery of it. Secondary to this
are the plans to artificially produce a pole shift through the use of atomic bombs
set off to tilt the planet on purpose at the North pole.
35. The DCTP suggests that some of the future humans wish to possibly
avert the severity by removing or disabling any artificial stargates before
the galactic alignment stargate boosting event.

E: This would include the Looking Glass project equipment and the reason of
hunting any other secreted devices around the globe.
36. The DCTP suggests there are some future humans who have effectively
migrated back to this present time and appear to want to (1) influence their
precedent future so that it may not happen as it once already did for them (and
still could for us), and (2) emigrate to this present for its expedient evolutionary
resources, such as for a pre-catastrophe DNA pit stop, in order to genetically
engineer and accomplish a future human species evolutionary potential recovery
operation.
37. The DCTP suggests if the future humans (who are here to be present
timeline changers) avert the catastrophe that befell their species, they will still
exist, and still have originated from their earlier now relatively defunct timeline,
but they will now recover more of their lost evolutionary energy that was sapped
by their historical accretion into that timeline, and more fully move on from their
presence in this timeline. However, is it not also true they will themselves from
present, after averting the catastrophe, diverge into a new timeline that becomes
increasingly separate from ours as a species now moving along a much different
future timeline trajectory?
I have recently had a first hand encounter with this type of event where a human
known to me was changed over night when a past life was altered for that
person. A changed personality ie New Soul took over that body and altered its
relationship with those in the life at that time.
38. The DCTP suggests that the future humans who have time looped back are
executing a present era DNA pit stop to recover those lost factors that their soon
to be averted future had eventually stripped them of. These future humans, will,
through this time looped DNA hybridization operation, produce a new future
genetic line for evolutionary progress for them. It will hopefully combine what was
the best of our human future in the post-catastrophe trajectory, with the best of
their past heritage, our present pre-2012 gene pool, and permit them a recovered
evolutionary trajectory.
39. The DCTP suggests the new evolutionary trajectory project instigated
by the future humans operating in our present era, looks to accomplish its
ends by several somewhat conflicting means. In one instance one faction
of future humans, the more logic and technology worshippers,
descendents of present day Illuminati, are willing to resort to any means
necessary to move along their evolutionary recovery agenda without much
care for how it affects our timeline forward (since it won’t be them), and in
another instance, the heart and compassion worshippers, the brothers
from Orion, want to see a win-win where the new future timeline of the
emigrated future humans only supports a better future for the current
human species.

E: ET phone home anyone?
40. The DCTP suggests the service-to-self expediency logic camp is
uninterested in our new future timeline and its fate just using us as a free
resource for achieving their ends for an evolutionary uplift, and as such,
could care less if we still hit the catastrophe that befell them – these are the
Illuminati linked Rogues.
E: This is why there is no cooperation for us as a species to get through this
mess. These are also the entities that are in most power positions whether
government or otherwise and are the ones manipulating humans to their own
ends. These are the ones spinning the illusion and dream state people are
sleeping inside of.
41. The DCTP also suggests, that in contrast, the service-to-others compassion
camp is very interested in optimizing how this reverse time emigration of the
future humans can also incidentally help to both (1) avert the precedent
catastrophic pole shift future that happened for them, and (2) provide a
disclosure of the 2012 event potentials in a way that can spiritually reinforce a
more optimal evolutionary fate for present era humans. And this future human
group is comprised of the non-rogue future humans – who are working
with the present-era faction known as the Maji.
Maji or Majestic-12 is no longer alive and well but merged into a Global
group call the Committee of the Majority.
42. The DCTP suggests the future human descendents of the Illuminati and
Maji, in their various flavors, are both competitively influencing the present
pre-2012 for their own ends, but with the Illuminati are willing to see a win
for them and losing situation for us, whereas the Maji are predisposed to
influencing towards a win-win, service-to-all outcome.
43. The DCTP suggests that one faction of future humans called the
Rogues wish to prevent disclosure of how humans may choose to populate
different possible soul futures…
E: These are the entities that are killing those who speak the truth and try to
awaken the people…
44. The DCTP suggests that some of the future humans known as Rogue JRods, wish to engage in soul-energy hijacking activity in addition to
genetic energy recovery activity, and this may have an additional negative
effect on the prospects of the current era timeline trajectory.
E: For those of you that saw the Matrix movie series… hint, hint.

45. The DCTP suggests that human souls from the future are influencing their
soul ancestry in their relative past, our present, in order to upgrade their own
future.
46. The DCTP suggests the future holds a known track of development that
eventually generates three (separate possibilities? This sentence was incomplete
on the website.)
47. The DCTP suggests that of recent, the present day Maji allied future human
J-Rods, have begun to appreciate how their ancestral genetic pit stop operation
in our time will have further karmic consequence they will face in their new future
if they engage in it with unwilling free souls.
48. The DCTP suggests that as a result, the non-Rogue J-Rods are largely
curtailing their continuing abduction activity to obtain genetic material in order to
forward their hybridization program. It also suggests they have recently chosen to
“live” with the state of the art DNA hybridization level of accomplishment they
have reached as of this point, and further suffice through evolutionary genetic
tuning of the current stock, and also suffice through the possible influence of
certain present era-human new breakthroughs in energetic biological healing.
49. The DCTP suggests, that in contrast to this, the Illuminati descended more
Godless Rogue J-Rods dismiss abduction compassion considerations, and that
even while they would like to obtain natural biological healing technologies
uniquely discovered in the current loop, by present humans associated with the
Maji, they are far too arrogant and self interested to care about how much they
“manipulate” and “use” the present era to serve their own timeline uplift resource
piggy bank.
50. The DCTP suggests that the Rogue J-Rods are against disclosure of the
situation in any manner that would promote present day human species
enlightenment, as this enlightenment provides human conscious souls
freedom from their plans to continue to manipulate their ancestors, after a
fashion, to be an expedient resource for their own upliftment ends.
E: The one thing they insist on is secrecy. By exposing their plans there ability to
function will be interfered with. It is not so much stopping them that is the concern
but of enforcing the natural order to its rightful place.
51. The DCTP suggests that as a result, these Rogue J-Rod future humans have
deployed a population of near era, time traveling human hybrids, often known as
MIB’s, who are early products of prior accomplished future-human/past-human
genetic hybridization work, to act as a timeline enforcement operation.
52. The DCTP suggests this causality control and containment operational
force of MIB’s instigated by the Rogues is intended to accomplish the ends

of (1) preventing consensus awareness of their abduction activity and
present era manipulating presence, (2) preventing scientific progress to
develop technologies that could be used against them, and (3) preventing
any mass human enlightenment breakthroughs that could impair their
capacity to manipulate present day era humans toward a future of
servitude to their own future evolutionary ends.
E: Think about what this is saying. Not letting the truth of specific events be
known (cover-up), prevent private inventors from releasing devises that would
improve human existence for comfort and controlling the release of corporation
research to be directed to them, the black projects for their own use, and keeping
humans from knowing their true spiritual and other potentials so they do not
escape the manipulated culture in which we live.
53. The DCTP suggests from the Rogue ET view, that consensus
acknowledgement and awareness of the ET presence will produce
unpredictable responses among the genetic resource stock and thereby
hinder their usage agenda.
E: If the people awake to what is going on the Rogues plans fall apart. The
sleeper must awaken.
54. The DCTP suggests that substantial leap frog scientific progress due to
the feedback of future technology into this current era can provide current
era humans with the ability to combat the Rogue agenda.
E: Technology accredited to future humans or alien ET’s have given our scientific
technology a huge push forward, more so then the average person is even aware
as it is being kept back from us. Alternative power sources and pollution control
devices could clean this planet back to a near perfect condition in less then one
year. And other devices would produce power and make zero new pollution. The
utility grid would come down and transportation would no longer need petroleum.
The average person’s lifestyle would rise considerably and with equal distribution
of goods, crime would drop substantially.
55. The DCTP suggests that the natural consequence of the 2012 period
stargate activation will boost and accelerate present day human observer
participant co-creative quantum energetic potentials, and that this influx
into the population during this period will cause the presently semiconvergent laminar time stream flow following that period to diverge into
several increasingly distinct and increasingly divergent timelines.
E: This is important. There are several potential timelines that are being
encouraged to be the dominate single one through the 2012 gateway. I
have recently learned that there is more then one hole in the time wall and
each one is keyed to a different reality outcome.

56. The DCTP suggests that pre-2012 these laminar timeline streams can be
more easily crossed back and forth naturally by observer participants
depending on their conscious resonance.
E: In short, prediction is nearly impossible as all prediction is based on a
particular timestream. With different streams crossing any reality is possible at
any given time. .
57. The DCTP suggests that there is a dimensional war or timeline
resonance competition in the present day laminar flow for more soul
energy migration into the different lines, and that these factions of different
future human ET societies realize they will only be successful to the degree
current present era humans behave in accordance with their desires. The
Rogue J-Rods desire to control and use this current day era as a “natural
resource” to be exploited for their own future hybrid and future nonhybridized evolutionary ends, and the non-Rogue J-Rods desire to
cooperatively both help themselves and us in the present, by (1) recovering
lost evolutionary factors for their own future development, (2) contributing
to our new catastrophe-averted future timeline some more balanced
material and spiritual potentials, and (3) enabling a limited voluntary
evolutionary consensus agreement level exchange and integration of their
existence between themselves and present new timeline humans to
support a more optimal trajectory future for the preservation of the species.
E: More on this in coming articles.
58. The DCTP suggests if the non-Rogue J-Rods recover lost factors from our
present era they will assure themselves of avoiding an evolutionary dead end
future.
59. The DCTP suggests that if the non-Rogue elements contribute to averting the
catastrophe that will help karmically balance the use they have made of the
present era as an evolutionary pit stop for their continuing into a new future from
this loop back point.
60. The DCTP suggests that if the non-Rogue J-Rods help enable an optimum
evolutionary engagement by present era humans of the natural stargate
activation and boost during the 2012 period, then this will feed forward to
produce new evolutionary future spiritual factors that will feedback to support
their new course in even deeper positive participant quantum energetic karmic
loop back terms.
61. The DCTP suggests that the non-Rogue J-Rod future humans are allied with
the present day Maji human faction, through a treaty called the “Tau-9 treaty for
the Preservation of Humanity”, but that the Rogues are not a party to this treaty,
which is why they are called Rogues.

62. The DCTP suggests that the present day Illuminati are building a number of
Arks to survive a predicted abrupt global change due to the hypothesized 2012
stargate activation, and that their descendents will become the Rogue J-Rods.
63. The DCTP suggests that if the global catastrophe is averted by whatever
means, that the re-direction of quantum observer participant energy away from
their precedent future will result in a weakening of their capacity to influence our
future in their current era loop back immigration trajectory.
64. The DCTP suggests that if the post global pole shift environmental
catastrophe does not occur that there are significant positive benefits reaped
from the 2012 natural stargate activation period. The benefits could be to
alternatively produce a human consciousness liberating evolutionary leap
frog, and a level of enlightenment among the masses, that will produce a
new set of future timeline trajectories that will compassionately steer the
course of humanity into a virgin future of untold beneficial futures and
heights, and in fact fulfill the original evolutionary directive to evolve the
consciousness of humanity into its optimum potential as future creative
agencies in the universe.
E: Ok, everyone still with me here? This is saying that humanity has a chance to
break the cycle of repeating a single history and move forward to a new and
unrecognized future where they begin to take their rightful and ordained place.
My personal connection with this is with a 13,000 year mission that was first run
by two other souls each taking a 13,000 year turn only to end in failure and a
return to the same starting point since humankind did not pass the tests given it.
We are nearly at that final step yet again.
65. The DCTP suggests that if the Illuminati connected Rogue J-Rods can obtain
the secrets of new biological re-vitalization technology associated with the
discovery of how to produce Ganesh particles, (cellular level effective
electromagnetic energy bundles which carry the potential to heal as well as
potentially harm), that this could help them to achieve some of their desired ends
with regards to their DNA hybridization and recovery goals. However sharing this
disclosure is being reasonably withheld by the Maji in order to possibly influence
the Rogue J-Rod current course of action, and as a result have them abide by
some of the Tau-9 treaty objectives.
E: To learn about the Ganesh Particles I suggest watching the Burisch videos.
Each one builds information to the next.
66. Another prime DCTP truth is that Post 2012, the different timeline streams,
“old lines” (original and earlier loop back and forward), and new ones (later loop
back and forward), will increasingly and naturally more and more separate and
diverge into less and less interacting phase coherence with each other. There is
a global timeline split event coming up soon. When there is (1) enough

mass population cohesion of competing conscious observer quantum
energy potentials, combined with (2) enough natural quantum resonance
boosting factors (2012), then, several different global futures can and will
establish themselves in different mass-quantum phase positions of forward
time.
E: To simplify. In the 59th minute of the eleventh hour, if everything is in place,
the natural and Universal resonance and the human harmonic can produce a last
minute miracle of ‘salvation’ for those of the religious bent or ‘potential’ in a more
neutral scientific bent. No matter how bad things seem, should they go that way
instead of a gradual change, there is still a last minute ‘save button’ to push.
67. The DCTP says there is a future where the original environmental
catastrophe occurs. The Ark is deployed, and the Illuminati-style Ark
distant descendents eventually become the J-Rods, apparently more
Rogue than not. The post-catastrophe surface dwellers survive and some
eventually head for Orion to become the Talls, the others head elsewhere
as an Ark society, and the classic archetypal H.G. Well’s Eloi versus
Morlock-like human evolutionary split somewhat transpires.
68. The DCTP says there is a future where the catastrophe is not averted,
though attempted to be averted, and things go so bad that the loop back J-Rod
Rogues use us effectively as spiritual batteries for their own future benefit (The
Matrix movie was close to revealing the nature of our illusion). These Rogue
folks are like a spiritual vampire soul sucking slow motion 911 Al Qaeda attack
on the sly against the whole human species. They don’t want their presence to
be known, since history has proven it potentially fatal to getting away with
soul trapping, and they don’t want us to figure out how to be free of them,
and they are afraid we might use our awakening to control them.
E: And this is what I was trying to explain in group but if people do not stay
around for follow up discussions they miss the points being made and being able
to connect the dots as it were. See the problem in presenting this?
69. The DCTP infers that the Rogue J-Rods are scared of what our spiritual
potential can unleash in terms of our own newly possible futures. The
Rogues prefer us to not have the capacity to be transparently at-one-withand-within the wonderful conscious creative quantum energy potentials
that 2012 alignments can forge that robs them of their unknowing human
livestock flock. That is their greatest fear.
E: As you can see this is the most important statement here. This is what I have
been trying to describe this ‘mission’ of mine is all about. How do you explain this
to someone not familiar with this material? And you can see that a leaderless but
focused co-operative group can overcome the seemly hopeless position we see
our selves in now. I came to many of these more basic conclusions from the over

30 years of study has brought me but with no creditability I needed something
like this to support my arguments. I hope you are beginning to see the
importance of this work.
70. The DCTP identifies that humanity as a whole is quantum volitionally
participant in their different mass futures from different grouped biases of
quantum accretion potential. The fact is, present time humanity could
become the conscious, subconscious, or unconscious victims of its own
negative future that has already cruised into existence ahead of us, and is
even already bouncing back to us in a shout for help, and watch out!! Or,
humanity can increasingly become a fully awake conscious creator in the matter
of its future. Furthering that opportunity for conscious choice and influence for the
preservation of humanity, is the choice that the DCTP recognizes and is
challenged to provide an answer to, without shooting itself in the foot, without the
cure killing the patient. Hence the operational need for extreme discretion about
the process of disclosure and assimilation of the DCTP truths into the pre-2012
culture.
E: And thus my hesitation of presenting material out of context that could be
harmful in the wrong hands!
71. The DCTP suggests the natural life boosting effects of the 2012 timing
will one day begin to boost different global competing futures, and amplify
their diverging into increasingly separate and distinct global future
timelines. While we all will continue to exist in all the futures, our
conscious volitional quantum soul energy has a choice as to where we take
most of our consciousness. When we take enough of our consciousness
somewhere – that somewhere becomes more physically real and solid and
dense. When we take very little of our consciousness down another
possible free-will timeline, that timeline tends to hold less energy, and is
comparably, a more dream-like phantom reality.
E: I for one have lived in this and in another reality simultaneously. I would
like to see that other reality manifested into this physical world. I call that
other reality “Solarius”.
72. The DCTP suggests the more conscious you become by connecting
with the consciousness that exists, the more potential you have to be an
agency, in your own way, of helping to steer the mass quantum field
towards more optimal self-corrective revision.
E: I am trying to assist this potential in my work here.
A: I will also add that you can’t take your baggage with you! This means being
a fully responsible being, by being responsible for your own feelings and energy.
This means not playing the ‘game” of he-said-she-said, and also means not

taking on others energy by having healthy boundaries, not putting your energy in
other’s space, clearing and healing your personal issues, being able to hold your
own space and not get defensive, and taming the ego.
73. The DCTP suggests there are Blue Apples everywhere at all scales of
creation and life, from subatomic, to atomic, to molecular, to electromagnetic, to
cellular to organismic. Blue apples are simply all the active hyper-dimensional
toroidal vortex connection points of and between all conscious local “life” or “soul”
in the universe at large.
E: I could best explain this through Sacred Geometry.
74. The DCTP suggests that Blue Apples are natural spatio-temporal
locations, points and regions and events where the non-local oneness
continuum that encompasses this universe is more actively linked across
dimensions, from local to non-local. Blue apples are the natural wormholes
between local physical life and non-local spiritual life. Blue apples connect
the energetic beingness vortexes of universal soul into individual
expression. Blues apples connect the tough-love of transpersonal
consciousness and unified beingness that is the force of evolution with
individual souls, lifeforms, and all diversity of identity in time and space.
E: One science that explains this is ‘metaphysics’. Sacred geometry is one
means with in that science. Richard Hoagland calls his study of our Solar system
“Hyper-dimensional Physics” which is more or less the same thing. At the point of
this Mastery you have become like unto the Christ in physical form. This is one of
the purposes of human existence and the reason we are feared and ‘dumbed
down’ by our controllers or manipulators. Anyone not under their spell are
considered to be mavericks, loose cannons or simply trouble makers and must
be stopped, detained, or eliminated. (This may explain the stories of my past to
some degree.)
75. The biggest DCTP secret is our spirits, souls and hearts, if awakened,
are natural and very powerful blue apple stargates.
E: In this is the discussion of the Hologram in the Heart chakra that is
manifested in the ‘outer world that we live in.
76. The DCTP suggests there is a dimensional war for harvesting our soul
creative energy into different future timeline realities. Heaven, hell and
purgatory timelines are a literal choice for the future physical existence of
the human species. Every human soul, consciousness itself, is in reality a blue
apple, every auric Chakra is a blue apple, every type of vortex relationship
between this dimensionality and others at all scales is a blue apple - blue apples
of the solar system gravitational EM field, the blue apples of the planetary EM
vortex field, blue apples in the magnetic cross lines of the geo-electromagnetic

Earth field currents, blue apples of geophysical mineral life, plant life, animal life
and human life.
77. The DCTP suggests technology based artificial blue apple stargates
exist, whose presence on Earth may cause an Earth EM field flip shortcircuit or blowout during the 2012 period, and cause consequent
disastrous global environmental conditions following the 2012 period.
E: The potential being massive death of all species. Underground is the
only safe place at the physical level. Mentally and Emotionally these
statements clarify how to reach those safety places.
78. The DCTP suggests there have always been competing streams of future
mass consensus reality timelines, and that competing reinforcement of different
paths, different futures currently embedded in the larger time stream is a
manipulated affair. There is more than one past, present and future timeline
potential that is unusually converged for a while right now, all mixed for our
integrated pleasure right now, as our opportunity to solve the questions of conflict
that this world presents.
79. The DCTP suggests that if we solve the challenges of compassion and
inclusion, of sensitivity and courage, and we dismantle the artificial
stargates that are a symptom of an overload of arrogance, we then avert a
planetary system overload, things go more smoothly, and the natural 2012
period stargate activation becomes all the more wonderful an opportunity
for awakening and vitalizing a new untrammeled future, an undiscovered
new world, where instead of a catastrophe befalling our arrogance, there is,
in contrast, a grand resonance of spiritual awakening that heralds a bright
future that is newly born.
E: And that, my friends, is the goal!
80. The DCTP suggests that right now, we are pre-2012, so now is the time to
make the difference by waking up from our slumber, and begin to realize how we
have our individual and collective strong mass quantum probabilities associated
with and invested in several different distinct futures.
E: Not wanting to be redundant, (but I was specifically told by certain
‘moderators’ that I had no right to decide that anyone needed to be awakened). I
was in no way a dictator whom should awaken but rather here is the information
so those who wish will have the trigger to do so. I am hoping that in time some of
you will pass this work on to other interested parties and the blockages will be
broken through by its own merits.

The DCTP Transcendence Debriefing:

1. Transcending the DCTP suggestions identifies that the more energy patterns
in the time and space of the subconscious or unconscious mind are at odds with
the intentional energies of the conscious mind, the more we are dis-integrated
and in a Gordion knot slumbering to the consciousness of the living loving infinity
that surrounds us. Our multi-dimensional soul vortex, that is the portal of who we
are as pure beingness, in this numb slumber, ends up stuck with much of its
essential quantum influential conscious awareness capacity being ineffective in
directing its own course. The true and hidden potential and natural powers of
quantum creative influence remain elusive and hidden from easy access by the
average human soul.
2. Transcending the DCTP suggests that your consciousness is deprived of
much of your energy capacity as a soul, due to all the mind numbing, feeling
numbing, arrogance increasing preoccupations, distractions, negative
investments, unhealthy engagements, recessions into the subconscious, or into
the unconscious, the buying global propaganda, the refusal to think or feel, not
growing up, not being alive, not loving and not being connected to the truth and
feeling and the beauty and the pain and intricacy of all that is in your worldly
perceptual sphere.
3. Transcending the DCTP suggests you can be an agency of conscious
compassionate loving spheres of intention and quantum accretion influence that
far exceed your local limits of prescience. Transcending the DCTP suggests it is
our natural potential as human beings to be completely connected with God, to
consciously accept the invitation from the universe, every living thing, every
changing thing, and all the beauty and chaos within the whole and all its parts. It
is not only our birthright, it is our invited responsibility to wake up now and
make the coming 2012 natural stargate quantum blue apple life vortical
reality boosting events occur to our maximum evolutionary benefit.
4. Transcending the DCTP suggests that transpersonal awareness, is
experiencing your relationship to the wholeness and connection of other souls
and connection to the universe of course. Transpersonal awareness is the
natural connection between the spark of divinity that is your conscious soul, with
any of the chaos and intelligence of creation. This awareness is expressed
through the enlightenment of the internal conscious awareness capacity to be in
directed and receptive sentient and sensorial union with any and all of the
spiritual and material aspects of any object of perception. This skill is available to
everyone as an effortless experience to have, if they tell the truth to themselves.
This is effective without anything other than childlike humility to truly wake
up and see what is, and not what you expect or want. This is sharing
connection, riding the quantum entanglement currents between everything in the
living and alive universe that is, discovering how all of the consciousness of
creation is available to be connected with your own consciousness, if you
so truly invite it and intend it and allow it and become its agency. When you
consciously experience higher self and unconscious self manifestations that

allow you access reality at a larger and deeper scale, all of creation can be a
synchronistic reflective medium of who you are and who you are becoming
in the beyond.
E: Anyone read the discussions about the Universe, Reality and Life are a
mirror, a hologram and a fractal? See the connection?
5. Transcending the DCTP it is calculated, that right now, circa 2005 on planet
Earth the global mass quantum accretion power distribution is as follows: 10%
Higher conscious creation, up from recent past; 10% Unconscious creation,
down from recent past; 60% Subconscious creation, down from recent past; 20%
Conscious creation, up from recent past. Transcending the DCTP suggests if
you are personally over 50% in the conscious domain for yourself, you are
as enlightened as anyone can ever typically claim. But if you are volitionally
all spent in the unconscious domain then the momentum consensus blueprint
future is more probably your future. If you don’t consciously stand for something,
you fall for everything.
6. The DCTP suggests there are future timelines that are more probable
depending on what part of the quantum future power distribution you are biased
to.
7. Transcending the DCTP suggests if you have invested too much of your blue
apple soul energy in the subconscious domain, then you are slumbering through
the predilection of your personal story, your local concerns, your perceptual
habits, patterns, scripts, contracts, karmas, and illusions.
8. Transcending the DCTP suggests most are asleep in the real dream of
the real world, unable to awaken from the realness of the illusion they have
invested themselves into.
E: Hey gang, sound familiar? The question is to how we wake them up.
9. Transcending the DCTP suggests the secret truth beyond the DCTP is
there is a universal mind-heart-infinity symphony of all beingness hoping
we will reach out and become a co-creative friend, companion and partner
in the larger creation’s unified intentional quest for evolving higher orders
of love and consciousness. To eventually each of us have the capacity to
recover the yield of all the soul energy lost into all Maya wheels of pain and
unconsciousness we have passionately invested ourselves in to learn,
understand, love, become one with, and eventually transcend.
E: Or in simpler terms: Love is all there is.
10. Transcending the DCTP suggests the secret truth of enlightenment is
that simple innocent yet wise humility, honesty, sensitivity, vulnerability,

caring, courage, openness, receptiveness, and desire to experience and
know more of love, along with a little discernment, is and has always been
the natural answer to realizing the desire for union and connection and
cosmic belonging with all life and beingness. These habits of humility, being
as the wise fool-lilies of the field, can make transparent all the mysteries of the
soul’s own grain of sand within the world’s disguise, freeing one to forge into a
new future never before predicted, never before possible, and that will become
more spiritually integrated in ways that are currently unimaginable by any
individually bound consciousness, agenda or storyline. It is virgin timeline
territory and virgin consciousness evolution territory.
E: And the saying goes: “Only as a child can one enter the gates of heaven.” This
is a very important subject about innocence and the way our children are being
forced out of their’s at too early of an age. This is all calculated and presented in
the Order of the Barbarians lecture back in 1969.
11. Transcending the DCTP suggests it is the destiny of more and more souls to
eventually choose the timeline of more love and less pain, more beauty and less
violence, more oneness and less chaos, and more enchantment and less crisis.
But to actualize this higher evolutionary path, we must not be the ones that
somehow escaped the problems in the world, but be the ones that found a way
to consciously solve and resolve them.
E: This is referring to all of humanity and not just those reading these pages.
12. Transcending the DCTP suggests that the optimal future timeline is the
timeline where all the problems were solved, not avoided. The irony is that
the timelines where the huge problems are avoided and ignored or covered
up are the timelines that run into serious problems. Creating something
wonderful requires waking up and getting to work, not expecting someone
or some spiritual agency to fix it for you. For this reason it is asserted that
some disclosure of the hidden truth of our situation occur. As a species if
we can wake up to and recognize what is at stake, we may change the
course of the future the DCTP fears will transpire.
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